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Abstract—Reactively sputtered tungsten oxide (WOx) was
investigated as hole contact on n-type crystalline silicon. Varying
the oxygen gas flow during sputtering enables variation of the
WOx conductivity from 0.01 to 1000Ω/cm, while the band
bending at the interface and the implied fill factor (FF) change
by 70 meV and 1.5 %. Sputtered WOx shows higher resistivity
and higher absorption in the visible range compared to ITO.
Therefore stacks of WOx and ITO are used in solar cells. It
was found that at least 20 nm thick WOx is needed to prevent
detrimental effects of the ITO work function on the band bending
at the junction, the implied FF and real FF of solar cells.
WOx hole contacts of different thicknesses and conductivity were
applied in solar cells and it was found that the highest FF is
achieved using about 20 nm thick interlayers of WOx with the
highest possible conductivity. It was found that sputtering enables
a drastic improvement of WOx/silicon solar cells compared to
thermal evaporation, due to the precise control of the WOx
conductivity. Unfortunately the resistivity of sputtered WOx is
still limiting the FF of these devices.
Index Terms—tungsten oxide, silicon heterojunction, solar
cells, work function, selective contact
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AMORPHOUS silicon (a-Si:H) contact and passivationlayers are one prominent example of heterojunction
contacts for crystalline silicon (c-Si) absorbers [1], [2]. They
show very high efficiency potential with record efficiencies of
about 25 % for both side contacted [3] and back-contact back-
junction solar cells [4]. Recently the investigation of different
dopant-free contact materials for c-Si absorbers has spread to
a wide range of different materials [5] including molecular
organic semiconductors [6], alkali-metal salts [7] and metal
oxides [8], [9].
Among those materials metal oxide contact layers have shown
the most promise with more than 22% efficiency and the best
stability [10].
The electron affinity of silicon is about 4.1 eV for crys-
talline material and 3.8 eV for amorphous material. Therefore
electron contact layers should feature work functions below
these values. For hole contacts the ionization energy is the
lower limit for the work function and it is in the range of
5 eV for silicon. Therefore high work function metal oxides
like molybdenum oxide [8], [9], tungsten oxide (WOx) [11],
[12] and vanadium oxide [13] are evaluated as hole contact
materials for silicon. A typical band line-up for an indium-
tin-oxide/WOx/(i)a-Si:H/(n)c-Si-hole contact stack is shown in
Fig. 1. Sketch of the band alignment at in an ITO/WOx/(i)a-Si:H/c-Si stack.
The thick broken line marks the Fermi level. Black continuous lines are a
sketch of the band alignment in a junction with a WOx work function of about
6 eV. Broken blue lines mark the changes, for lower WOx work functions and
the red dotted line, marks the change of the band bending in WOx for a thin
WOx layer and the band bending induced by ITO in WOx is greatly increased.
In this case the band bending in the c-Si, is best described by the broken blue
line.
Figure 1. The band positions and band bendings are based on
ellipsometry and He-I ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy
measurements conducted during this study and a previous
study on thermally evaporated tungsten oxide [14]. The black
lines show the alignment for a WOx work function of about
6 eV. In this case the conduction band of the metal oxide forms
a well-aligned tunnel-recombination contact with silicon and
a significant band bending in the n-type c-Si is reducing the
electron density at the interface. If the WOx work function is
lower than the ionization energy of silicon, the band bending in
c-Si is strongly reduced and the tunnel-recombination contact
is misaligned (blue broken lines).
The metal oxide showing the best solar cell efficiencies so far,
is molybdenum oxide [10]. Unfortunately a not fully explained
degradation mechanism leads to insufficient thermal stability
of solar cells with molybdenum oxide hole contacts, which is
not compatible with typical silicon solar cell processes. Addi-
tionally molybdenum oxide degrades during the sputtering of
indium-tin-oxide (ITO) overlayers [15].
Vanadium oxide shows the highest open circuit voltage, if used
without a passivation layer [13] and features the thinnest native
oxide at the junction of silicon and the metal oxide [16]. The
problem of vanadium oxide is its low band gap of about 2.1 eV
[15], leading to significant parasitic absorption. The band gaps
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of molybdenum oxide and WOx are about 3.1 and 3.3 eV,
respectively [15].
WOx has the highest band gap of the three metal oxides
[15] and is less susceptible to thermal degradation [12] and
sputter damage [15] than molybdenum oxide. Disadvantageous
properties of WOx are its thicker interfacial SiOx at the
interface to silicon [16] and a comparatively high density
of oxygen vacancies in the layer, which leads to reduced
band bending in the Si/WOx-junction [14]. For a properly
working WOx/Si-junction it is essential to obtain a high band
bending and good interface passivation. Multiple works have
demonstrated well passivated WOx/Si-junctions [11], [12],
[14] with open circuit voltages above 700 mV, implied fill
factors above 80 % and thermal stability to at least 200◦C [12].
Unfortunately none of the finished cells featured a FF above
80 %. A reduced band bending at the WOx/silicon-interface
was identified as the reason of this low fill factors [14].
So far most studies used thermal evaporation for the prepa-
ration of metal oxide contact layers and sputtering has only
been applied to molybdenum oxide layers [17], or in other
fields of materials research [18], [19]. Unfortunately thermal
evaporation does not allow for intentional modification of the
oxygen vacancy density in metal oxide layers. Therefore no
systematic investigation of the influence of the oxygen vacancy
density in WOx hole contacts has been presented so far.
In this contribution reactive sputtering of WOx is employed to
vary the oxygen vacancy density in WOx layers, which leads
to a variation of the conductivity by four orders of magnitude.
The influence of the WOx conductivity and the band bending
in the WOx/Si-junction is then investigated using solar cells.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
WOx layers were prepared using reactive RF-sputtering
from a 5 cm wide tungsten target with partial oxygen flows
from 7.5 to 15 % in argon. Sputtering power was 70 W for
layers deposited on glass, or wafers with stacks of p-type and
intrinsic a-Si:H and 25 W for wafer samples with only intrinsic
a-Si:H passivation layers. We used the lower sputtering power
to prevent defect creation at the interface, which would harm
the selectivity of the junction. The sputtering pressure was
8×10−3 mbar at a total gas flow rate of 40 sccm.
N-type 1-5Ωcm 280µm thick c-Si wafers were used as sub-
strates and RCA cleaned. Solar cells were built using double-
side polished and random pyramid textured wafers. Texturing
was performed using the commercial product Alkatex [20].
Wafers for surface photovoltage measurements were polished
on one side and only saw damage etched on the other. All
coatings on these samples were applied on the polished side
and had 5 nm (i)a-Si:H below the metal oxide layers.
Amorphous silicon layers for solar cell fabrication were de-
posited using plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition. 5
and 8 nm thick intrinsic layers were deposited using pure silane
gas with a H plasma after treatment [21]. 8 nm thick doped
layers were deposited using a diborane and phosphine diluted
in hydrogen as doping gases, 0.5 mbar pressure and powers
densities of 20 mW/cm2. The wafers silicon oxide was stripped




























oxygen fraction during sputtering O2 / (O2+Ar)
Fig. 2. (a) Stoichiometry, as calculated from XPS, and (b) resistivity of
tungsten oxide (WOx) plotted versus the partial oxygen gas flow during
reactive sputtering.
sample surface).
ITO was deposited using RF-sputtering at room temperature
from a ceramic target with 0.36 % oxygen in argon as sputter
gas and 70 W sputter power. Front side ITO was deposited
through a mask to define the active solar cell area of 1 cm2
with 12 cells per wafer. After sputtering the samples were
annealed for 5 minutes at 200◦C to cure sputter damage.
Metallization was done by thermal evaporation of 10 nm
titanium and 1500 nm silver.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was conducted to
evaluate the stoichiometry of the layers. An Al Kα source
was used for excitation. The fitting model was adopted from
Lee et al. [22], [23] and the samples were exposed to air, while
being transported to the XPS set-up.
Optical spectroscopy of the layers was performed to calculate
absorption and transmission using a Perkin Elmer Lambda 19
spectrometer. Injection level dependent carrier lifetime curves
were extracted from samples using a Sinton Consulting WCT-
100 set-up [24] and these were used to calculate implied fill
factors [25].
Surface photovoltage measurements were conducted in a
home-built set-up using 905 nm laser excitation [26]. Solar
cell measurements were conducted using a solar simulator with
class AAA AM1.5GMM illumination at 25◦C.
Layer conductivities were determined using layers on corning
glass and a four-point probe set-up.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Tungsten oxide layer properties
As outlined in the introduction, the aim of this study is
to investigate the influence of the conductivity, stoichiometry
and optical properties of WOx on solar cells using WOx as
a hole-selective contact on a c-Si absorber. Therefore WOx
layers prepared with different oxygen to argon gas flow ratios
during sputtering were analyzed. First the stoichiometry of
50 nm thick WOx layers on silicon wafers is evaluated using
XPS. In Figure 2a the stoichiometry of different WOx layers
is plotted versus the oxygen flow during the sputter process.
Only the layer with the lowest oxygen flow of 0.75 % is not
























Fig. 3. (a) absorption and (b) transmission of tungsten oxide layers prepared
using different partial oxygen flows during reactive sputter deposition.
fully stoichiometric WO3.
Secondly the conductivity of WOx has been measured for
the same parameter sets using 100 nm thick layers on glass.
Figure 2b displays these values. The layer’s conductivity
changes by at least four orders of magnitude in the investigated
oxygen flow range. For the 3 highest oxygen flows it is
actually below the measurable range of our four-point probe
set-up. The lowest resistivity is measured for the slightly sub-
stoichiometric layer and is about 0.007Ωcm. This is still below
the conductivity of typical ITO layers, which is the transparent
conductive oxide commonly used in silicon heterojunction
solar cells.
Figure 3 shows the absorption (a) and transmission (b) of the
same WOx layers. It is obvious that increased conductivity
of WOx leads to increased absorption in the full wavelength
range from 400 to 1200 nm. This is related to a general
darkening of the films by an increased amount of oxygen
vacancies. The increase of oxygen vacancies leads to a metal
like conductivity with the corresponding increase in light
absorption. Additionally an increase of free carriers absorption
is likely, but less obvious. Overall no suitable range of low
absorption and high conductivity can be found for WOx.
Therefore WOx cannot replace typical transparent conductive
oxides like ITO [27]. On the other hand these WOx layers are
more conductive and more transparent than typical p-doped
amorphous silicon hole contact layers [27], which makes it a
candidate for their replacement.
B. Band bending and implied fill factor of WOx on n-type
crystalline silicon
A good minority carrier contact, in this case a hole contact,
needs to induce a sufficient band bending in the absorber, to
reduce the density of the majority carrier type at the interface
(see Figure 1). Additionally it needs to provide sufficient
passivation. Surface photovoltage measurements were
conducted to investigate the band bending of WOx/(i)a-Si:H
stacks with different WOx thicknesses and WOx sputtered at
different oxygen flow rates. Additionally photoconductance
decay measurements were conducted to investigate the



























Fig. 4. (a) band bending in WOx/(i)a-Si:H/(n)c-Si stacks plottet versus the
thickness of tungsten oxide (blue circles) and band bending in the same
samples after the deposition of ITO on the tungsten oxide (black squares). (b)
Implied fill factor from photoconductive decay measurements of WOx/(i)a-
Si:H/(n)c-Si/(i)a-Si:H/(n)a-Si:H/ITO samples (blue circles) and of the same
samples after the deposition of an additional ITO layer on the WOx (black
squares). The combined thickness of front ITO and WOx was always about
80 nm.
n-type c-Si.
Additionally ITO/WOx/(i)a-Si:H-stacks are investigated, since
the conductivity of WOx is too low to replace ITO.
Figure 4a shows the band bending across the WOx/(i)a-
Si:H/(n)c-Si-junction of samples with and without ITO on top
of the WOx. The WOx in this series was sputtered at 70 W
sputtering power and a partial oxygen flow of 12.5 % oxygen
in argon. The thickness of the intrinsic a-Si:H layers was
8 nm to prevent sputter damage at the high sputtering power.
The band bending in the samples without ITO does not follow
a clear trend. It scatters between 400 and 550 meV with a
possible maximum at a WOx thickness of about 20 nm. After
the deposition of ITO onto these samples, the bend banding
in all samples with less than about 18 nm of WOx drops to
about 300 to 350 meV. In contrast the band bending stays
above 400 meV, if the WOx thickness is above 20 nm.
Figure 4b shows the implied FF calculated from
photoconductance decay measurements on WOx/(i)a-
Si:H/(n)c-Si/(i,n)a-Si:H/ITO samples and of the same samples
with an additional ITO layer on top of the WOx. The implied
fill factor of samples without ITO is almost constant. After
ITO deposition the implied fill factors drop similar to the
band bendings for all samples with less than 18 nm WOx.
To sum up these findings: The high work function of WOx
is only reflected in higher band bendings and implied fill
factors, if its thickness is at least 20 nm. Otherwise the
lower work function of ITO is not sufficiently screened by
the too thin layer of WOx and the band bending at the
interface is decreased. This is sketched as a red dotted line
in figure 1. The effect of the WOx thickness in solar cells
will be investigated later in this manuscript, but based on the
data presented so far it can be expected that a layer thickness
below 18 nm will be detrimental.
The changes in stoichiometry and conductivity of WOx for
different oxygen fractions in the sputter gas were already
discussed. Figure 5 shows the influence of the oxygen


























oxygen fraction during sputtering O2/(O2+Ar)
Fig. 5. (a) band bending in WOx/(i)a-Si:H/(n)c-Si samples plotted versus
the oxygen concentration in the sputter gas during WOx deposition. (b)
implied fill factor from photoconductance decay measurements for WOx(i)a-
Si:H/(n)c-Si/(i,n)a-Si:H/ITO samples with WOx prepared with different oxy-
gen fractions in the sputtering gas. Values for samples with (black squares)
and without (blue circles) ITO on the WOx are shown in both panels.
fraction during sputtering on the band bending in the
WOx/(i)a-Si:H/(n)c-Si-junction (panel a) and the implied FF
of solar cell precursors with WOx hole contact layers (panel
b). These WOx layers were about 20 to 30 nm thick, sputtered
with 25 W sputtering power and the sample structure was the
same as in the previous data. Additionally all samples were
again measured before and after the deposition of ITO on the
WOx.
An increase in oxygen flow leads to an increase of the band
bending before and after the deposition of ITO. A likely
explanation is an increasing work function of WOx with
increasing oxygen fraction during sputtering. Earlier studies
found that the work function of WOx increases with its
stoichiometry [14], which is typically correlated with an
decrease of its Fermi level. This decrease in Fermi-level
position leads to a decrease in conductivity. This descreasing
conductivity is shown in figure 2 and is related to increasing
oxygen fraction in the sputter gas and increasing oxygen
fraction in the layer. Additionally the measured band bending
in samples with ITO is systematically lower than in samples
without ITO. This is most likely due to the lower work
function of ITO, which counteracts the work function of
WOx.
Higher oxygen flows during sputtering are also beneficial
for the implied FF of WOx hole contacts. The explanation
is again linked to the lower Fermi-levels and higher work
functions of these layers [14]. However the overall change in
implied FF is only in the range of 2 %.
IV. SOLAR CELLS EMPLOYING TUNGSTEN OXIDE LAYERS
Analyzing the band bending and implied FF measurements
it is obvious that the oxygen flow rate during the WOx
sputtering and the thickness of the WOx layers are important
parameters for WOx hole contacts layers in silicon hetero-
junction solar cells and therefore the optimization of these
















































































Fig. 6. Fill factor FF (a and e), open circuit voltage VOC (b and f), short
circuit current density jSC (c and g) and photovoltaic conversion efficiency
PCE (d and h) of solar cells with WOx hole contact layers. The figure shows
two groups of solar cells. The partial oxygen flow during the sputtering
process was varied from 7.5 to 15 for both cell groups. The first cell
group (panels a,b,c,d) uses WOx as hole contact layer and has the structure
ITO/WOx/(i)a-Si:H/(n)c-Si/(i,n)a-Si:H/ITO and was fabricated on textured
wafers. The second cell group (e,f,g,h) uses a bilayer hole contact consisting
of WOx and p-type a-Si:H and has the structure ITO/WOx/(p,i)a-Si:H/(n)c-
Si/(i,n)a-Si:H/ITO and was fabricated on planar wafers. Black squares with
ranges mark average values with the standard deviation of the 12 solar cells
on the respective wafers. Red squares mark the maximum value of each
wafer and green circles mark the implied FF and implied VOC values from
photoconductance decay measurements after ITO sputtering and annealing.
cell results for solar cells which include WOx layers in
their front-side hole contacts. The first group (left column)
uses only WOx as hole contact layer and has a structure
of ITO/WOx/(i)a-Si:H/(n)c-Si/(i,n)a-Si:H/ITO. The fill factor
(FF), open circuit voltage (VOC), short circuit current density
(jSC) and photovoltaic conversion efficiency (PCE) of these
cells are shown in panels a, b, c and d, respectively. The
second group of cells (right column) employs WOx/(p)a-Si:H
hole contacts. In these cells WOx is only used as an interlayer
to adjust the work function at the ITO/(p)a-Si:H interface and
the band bending is provided by the (p)a-Si:H. The structure
of those cells is ITO/WOx/(p,i)a-Si:H/(n)c-Si/(i,n)a-Si:H/ITO
and their FF, VOC , jSC and PCE are displayed in panels e, f,
g and h, respectively. Additionally the implied FF and implied
VOC from photoconductance decay measurements are shown
in the respective panels as green circles for both cell groups.
The WOx in these solar cells is about 20 to 25 nm thick for
planar wafers and 25 to 30 nm for textured wafers.
Now we discuss the influence of the oxygen fraction in the






















Fig. 7. j(U)-curves of (a) ITO/WOx/(i)a-Si:H/(n)c-Si/(i,n)a-Si:H/ITO and (b)
ITO/WOx/(p,i)a-Si:H/(n)c-Si/(i,n)a-Si:H/ITO with different oxygen gas flows
during the tungsten oxide sputtering. The arrows are guides to the eye and
mark decreasing oxygen gas flows.
sputter gas on solar cells. In the last two sections it was shown
that the oxygen flow mainly changes the conductivity of the
WOx and the band bending in the WOx/Si-junction. The two
different cell groups make it possible to discriminate between
the influence of the changing band bending and the changing
conductivity, since the band bending is dependent on the WOx
only for the first group of cells, whereas the band bending in
the cells with a (p)a-Si:H contact is defined by the doping of
the (p)a-Si:H and only the WOx conductivity has an influence.
Investigating the cell data in figure 6 it is obvious that in-
creasing oxygen gas flow during the WOx deposition leads
to decreasing FFs (panels a and e). This can be explained
by an increase in series resistance of the WOx. Although the
invers behavior would be expected if the work function of
WOx and interface band bending were the dominant contact
properties. Additionally the decrease in FF is stronger for the
cells without (p)a-Si:H. The cells with a WOx hole contact
layer show a maximum FF of 60 % and decrease to about 20 %
for the highest oxygen flows. The effect is less pronounced
for the cells with a WOx/(p)a-Si:H hole contact, where the FF
decreases from about 71 % to about 48 %. This shows that the
decreasing conductivity of WOx reduces the FF and judging
from the j(V)-curves of the same devices shown in Figure 7a
cells with WOx layers sputtered at high oxygen flow rates also
show poor selectivity, since the j(V)-curves are developing s-
shapes with increasing oxygen flow during sputtering. Overall
no cell in these two groups reaches their implied FF’s of about
83 %. Additionally the ITO/(p,i)a-Si:H reference solar cells of
both series show only fill factors of about 72 %, which is due
to too thin metal grid lines.
Figure 7b shows the j(V)-curves of the solar cells with
a ITO/WOx/(p,i)a-Si:H/(n)c-Si/(i,n)a-Si:H/ITO structure. The
decreasing FF with increasing oxygen flow during sputtering
is visible and leads to an s-shaped j(V)-curve, but far less
pronounced than for the ITO/WOx/(i)a-Si:H/(n)c-Si/(i,n)a-
Si:H/ITO structure.
The open circuit voltage of the solar cells is plotted in
Figure 6b and e. The solar cells with a WOx/(p)a-Si:H hole
contact show stable VOC and implied VOC . Note that the band
bending in this contact is also stable irrespective of the used
WOx, since the p-doped a-Si:H defines the junctions band
bending. In contrast the solar cells with WOx hole contact
layers show more varying implied VOC and decreasing VOC
values, for increasing oxygen flow rate. The decreasing VOC
for WOx/(i)a-Si:H contacts with WOx sputtered at high oxy-
gen flows points towards selectivity issues at these interfaces.
Although these contacts feature the higher band bendings, as
is visible in figure 5 and was confirmed by SPV measurements
of these solar cells.
Figure 6c and g show the short circuit current densities of
the solar cells. Although the transparency of the WOx layers
decreases with decreasing oxygen flow during sputtering, this
trend is not reflected in reducing jSC values. The most likely
explanation is that the variation in jSC is negligible compared
to variations due to changes in texture (panel c) and thickness
of the anti-reflection layers of the planar cells (panel g).
The combined ITO/WOx front side layer was used as anti-
reflection layer, and due to variations of the sputtering rate
with oxygen flow leading to variations in the anti-reflection
properties. Overall there is no visible trend in the solar cells
jSC .
The PCE of the solar cells is plotted in Figure 6d and h. It
mostly follows the trend of the FF discussed earlier.
Overall this series shows that the oxygen partial flow during
sputtering, which was shown to influence the WOx conduc-
tivity, significantly impacts the performance of WOx hole
contacts on silicon.
The second WOx layer property, which was varied in solar
cells is the thickness of the WOx. Planar wafers were selected
for this experiment to enable direct control of the deposited
thicknesses. The thickness of the overlying ITO was adjusted
to maintain a total metal oxide thickness of 80 to 85 nm on
planar surfaces.
Samples with WOx thicknesses from 0 to 40 nm were prepared
using a partial oxygen flow of 8.75 %. In Figure 8a it can be
seen that 20 nm of WOx yields the maximum FF. For higher
WOx thicknesses the FF is decreasing because of the high
series resistance of the WOx layers. For thicknesses below
20 nm the FF is lower, because the low ITO work function is
projected through the WOx and onto the interface to (p)a-Si:H.
This corresponds to the surface photovoltage and implied FF
results presented in figure 4 and to the red dotted line sketched
in figure 1. Unfortunately the WOx solar cells show lower FFs
than the reference solar cells without WOx, which reveals that
the high resistivity of WOx is limiting these solar cells.
Figure 8b displays the VOC of these solar cells. It is obvious
that the WOx interlayer is not influencing the VOC of the cells,
as all solar cells including the reference have comparable VOC.
The most likely reason is that, the VOC is determined by the
band bending induced by the (p)a-Si:H hole contact.
The short circuit current density is plotted versus the WOx
film thickness in Figure 8c. The short circuit current density
is decreasing with increasing WOx thickness. This is mostly
because WOx sputtered at 8.75 % partial oxygen flow has a
higher parasitic absorption than ITO.
Finally the PCE is plotted in Figure 8d. Comparing the
reference solar cell and the WOx solar cells, it is obvious that










































Fig. 8. Fill factor FF (a), open circuit voltage VOC (b), short circuit current
density jSC (c) and photovoltaic conversion efficiency PCE (d) of solar cells
with WOx hole contact layers plotted versus the WOx thickness. The cells
were fabricated on planar (100) wafers and have the structure ITO/WOx/(p,i)a-
Si:H/(n)c-Si/(i,n)a-Si:H/ITO. Black squares with ranges mark average values
with the standard deviation of the 12 cells on each respective wafer. Red
squares mark the maximum value of each wafer and green squares mark the
implied FF and implied VOC from photoconductance decay measurements
after ITO sputtering and annealing.
the low conductivity of WOx prevents a positive impact of its
increased work function. Therefore future studies on improv-
ing the conductivity of WOx layers are needed. Additionally
the fill factors of both the reference and the WOx solar cells
are unfortunately limited by the series resistance of the metal
grid.
V. CONCLUSION
Following the conclusions of earlier studies, which found
that thermal evaporation is not able to offer a sufficient
control of the oxygen vacancy density in WOx, sputtered
WOx was investigated as hole contact and interlayer in silicon
heterojunction solar cells. Reactive sputtering was applied to
adjust the stoichiometry and oxygen vacancy density of WOx.
This enabled to adjust the conductivity of WOx over three
orders of magnitude and also to tune its parasitic absorption
in the visible range. The improved reproducibility and ease
of layer modification by sputtering parameter changes render
reactively sputtered WOx layers more suitable for the further
development of metal oxide contacts for solar cells than layers
prepared by thermal evaporation.
Unfortunately the conductivity of these sputtered and undoped
WOx is about one order of magnitude below that of typical
transparent conductive oxides, while the parasitic absorption
in this WOx is higher than in e.g. ITO. Therefore WOx was
applied in stacks with ITO in this study.
It was found that a low WOx conductivity is beneficial for the
band bending in the WOx/Si-junction. Investigating stacks of
WOx and ITO it was found that about 16 to 18 nm of WOx
are necessary to benefit from WOx higher work function and
prevent a detrimental influence of the lower ITO work function
onto the interface between WOx and silicon. The best solar
cell using WOx as the hole contact and thus not having any p-
doped layer showed 16.6 % efficiency. The WOx in this solar
cell was prepared using 7.5 % oxygen in the sputter gas and
had a resisitivity of about 0.01Ω/cm. Additionally using WOx
as an interlayer between p-type amorphous silicon and ITO
lead only to efficiencies comparable to, but below the reference
solar cells. All solar cells showed higher implied fill factors,
than the corresponding cells without WOx. However it was not
possible to transfer this high implied fill factor into a device.
The main reason for this is the high series resistance of WOx
and an overall lower band bending for WOx layers with higher
conductivity.
In summary, it was shown that sputtering of WOx enables
decent control of its conductivity and stoichiometry, but the
overall conductivity of these layers is still to low to en-
able highly efficient hole contacts on silicon. Therefore it is
suggested that future studies should focus on increasing the
conductivity of WOx, while, if possible, maintain a high work
function. A possible route towards higher conductive WOx
could be extrinsic doping [28].
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